TAURUS SHEARS BALERS
MODEL ACL 662 DP2L
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OVERVIEW

CORSAIR ACL transportable shear balers are medium
size mobile shear balers which incorporate the original
patented TAURUS BLULINE “swinging wings system”. ACL
shears balers are built on a “single piece” self-supporting
frame. The rear of the frame supports: the main compression cylinder, a diesel engine, as well as all electric
and hydraulic components. As with all TAURUS BLULINE
shear balers, the ACL series include original TAURUS BLULINE twin “swinging compression wings” with over stroke
function on both wings (patent pending). The over stroke
function increases the density of the scrap while significantly minimizing frictional wear within the squeeze
box. The squeeze box liners as well as the internal and
external surface of both wings incorporate highly wear
resistant Hardox steel. ACL shears balers are equipped
with 4 lifting jacks to enable easy and fast loading and
unloading from a mobile trailer.

Two additional hydraulic jacks at the rear of the shear
provide extra stability during use. The shear baler can be
used on any hard flat surface and is easy to set up and
operate making it particularly suitable for recycling companies with several yards or to rent out to third parties. As well as the traditional shearing function, ACL
shears balers can also produce bales.
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SHEAR HEAD
Shear cylinders

Cutting force:
TAURUS BluLine ACL 662: 600 metric tons
The shear head is operated hydraulically by 2 cylinders.
The benefits of the twin cylinder configuration are:

to minimize the sliding friction between the blade
holder and guides which reduces wear and tare.

to better balance the movable blade during the
shearing operation.

2 smaller cylinders are easier to service than one
large one.

Eccentric pins

Eccentric pins are used to adjust the clearance between
the slides and blades, to maintain the right position during
time.
Interchangeable bolted on guides can easily be replaced
when worn to avoid expensive reconditioning shear head
walls
Wear plates made of 40mm thick Hardox steel to protect
the parts subject to wear
Mobile blade holder guides made from hardened steel
and a synthetic polymer which embeds foreign bodies in
the polymer to avoid damage to the guides.
The front surface of the mobile blade holder is also protected with a Hardox wear plate.
Fixed blade with replaceable blade seat to preserve tight
clearances between the fixed and movable blades, even
after many years of operation.

Mobile blade
holder

Synthetic polymer guides

fixed blade
with replaceable blade
seat.

n. 1 clamp cylinders with a vertical compression force of
90 metric tons


To achieve higher scrap density

Bolt on clamp slides can be replaced when worn, which
avoids reconditioning of the clamp seats

The squeeze box: 2 swinging wings comprised of 40
mm thick Hardox 450 wear resistant steel.

3 SQUEEZE BOX
Length: 6.1 meters.
Width: 2.4 meters.
Bale dimension: 880 mm x 600 mm

Optional “key” profile wear plate.

Lateral compression: 300 metric tons (each wing)
The squeeze box is equipped with 2 swinging wings utilizing
2 hydraulic cylinders per wing.
The internal and external surfaces are made of highly wear
resistant Hardox 450 steel with a thickness of 40 mm.
An additional Hardox wear plate with a special “Key” profile can be fitted to the squeeze box floor. The key profile
prevents jamming of the main ram from wires and/or rebar
The plates are screwed in place, not welded which allows for
easy replacement when worn.
The structural components are welded using a submerged arc technology, which, when combined with the
internal honeycomb structure of the wings assures high
elasticity, maximum torsional rigidity and maximum resistance to eccentrical forces generated during compacting.
Hinges are hard-faced and use anti-wear protective coatings.

honeycomb structure

TAURUS BluLine swinging wing system
Both wings are equipped with an over stroke function (patent
pending).
The new lever geometry in combination with the optimization of
cylinders’ position allow an over stroke on both compression
wings.
The precise positioning of each wing is monitored by a toggle device, with a rotary encoder.

Over stroke

The combination of these features reduces scrap preparation
time, increases scrap density and reduces internal wear.

Rotary encoder

40 mm Hardox

Submerged arc weldings
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MAIN COMPRESSION

Longitudinal compression force: 150 metric tons
A laser is used to measure the precise position of the
main ram which enables the precise setting of individual
cutting lengths.

Laser system
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HYDRAULIC UNIT

Hydraulic oil tank capacity: 2.500 l.
n. 1 double Linde piston pump
n. 1 distribution manifolds
n. 3 Duplomatic valves
n. 2 valves to manage shear and pusher high speed full return
Oil filtering system:
- Outflow: independent system filters to 10 microns
- Inflow: independent system filters to 25 microns
- air filters
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POWER PACK

n. 1 PERKINS diesel engine x 250 hp
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ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT

PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) a dedicate, well
thought out softwear manages all shear functions.
The individual operating programs can be activated either by an on
board touch screen, a control unit installed in the operators cabin or,
if requested, by remote control.
Individual fully automatic operational programs can be selected
depending the type of scrap to be processed and the desired output requirements.
In manual mode, complete control is given to the operator, full
stroke, partial stroke or baling mode can be set.

8 LIFTING JACKS AND REAR STABILIZERS
ACL models are BluLine transportable shears balers .
N. 4 lifting jacks can lift up to 120 t + n. 2 stabilizers provide maximum
stability during working operations.

9 OPERATOR CABIN
The operator cabin is mounted on the rear part of the machine’s
frame .
Cabin dimensions: 1.500 mm x 1.200 mm

10 OPTIONS

a- REMOTE CONTROL
The remote control unit comes with 22 channels to
manage all of the shears functions and can also pre set
the scraps cutting length,

b– SWP: Serrated Wear Plate
An additional Hardox wear plate with a special “Key”
profile can be fitted to the squeeze box floor. The key
profile prevents jamming of the main ram from wires
and/or rebar The plates are screwed in place, not welded which allows for easy replacement when worn.
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SIZE CHART

Shear head height: 3.4 m
Width: 2.9 m
Length: 12 m
Loading height: 2.1 m

Weight tons
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ACL 662
65

PRODUCTIVITY

Cutting capacity
ACL 662
Square mm

140

Round mm

160

Flat mm

800 x 850

Average output* (mild steel)
10 ÷ 12 tons / h

(*) Production capacity has been calculated using lengths
of steel of between 600 and 800 mm and it also depends
on the type and quantity of scrap being processed.

